Increased variability of spatio-temporal features while walking is related to increased risk of falls. It is thought that variability in foot placement and timing reflects responses to mechanical instability while walking. The purpose of this study was to determine whether 'extreme' values of step length, width and time follow transient periods of low mechanical stability during the single support phase of gait in healthy young adults. We conducted secondary analysis of a portion of an existing dataset. Eleven healthy adults walked on an instrumented treadmill. Participants were outfitted with reflective markers and completed two 1-min periods of walking at each of 3 speeds (0.8 m/s, 1.2 m/s, and 1.6 m/s). Margins of stability were calculated relative to the anterior, posterior, lateral, and medial boundaries of the base of support, and the value at heel strike and the minimum value during the first half of each single-support phase were extracted.
from age-related physiologic changes, such as neurodegeneration, decreased range-of-motion, pain, and skeletal muscle deconditioning (Callisaya, Blizzard, Schmidt, McGinley, & Srikanth, 2010; Hausdorff, 2005; Kang & Dingwell, 2008; Tian et al., 2017) . Variability may also reflect repeated adjustments in step placement and timing to correct for periods of low mechanical stability when walking (Callisaya et al., 2010; Hak, Houdijk, Steenbrink, Mert, van der Wurff, Beek, & van Dieën, 2012) .
Mechanical stability is defined by the relationship between the state of centre of mass (COM) and base of support (BOS; Pai & Patton, 1997) . 'Margin of stability' (MOS) has been proposed (Hof, Gazendam, & Sinke, 2005) to quantify mechanical stability during dynamic tasks such as walking (Hof, 2008) . MOS is defined as the distance between the BOS and the extrapolated COM, with the extrapolated COM accounting for both COM position and velocity. MOS quantifies how close an inverted pendulum is to falling, and indicates when a control strategy (e.g., taking a step or executing a reach-to-grasp reaction) may be needed to prevent a fall (Bruijn, Meijer, Beek, & van Dieën, 2013) . Generally, if the extrapolated COM is within the BOS boundary, the individual is mechanically stable, whereas an extrapolated COM outside the BOS suggests instability. During walking, corrective action to low mechanical stability may include adjusting step length, width, or time. For example, swing duration is shortened following an external pelvic perturbation in either the anterior or lateral directions during walking (Vlutters, van Asseldonk, & van der Kooij, 2016) .
Although spatio-temporal gait variability and MOS have been studied independently as measures of balance control during gait, few studies have investigated the relationship between these measures. Previous studies have examined changes in step placement and timing following external perturbations to gait (Hak et al., 2012; Vlutters et al., 2016) ; however, step placement and timing is variable even in the absence of an apparent external perturbation. The extent to which 'internal' perturbations, or transient bouts of low mechanical stability, during normal walking contribute to altered step placement and timing is unknown. It is possible that low, yet positive, values of MOS are sufficient to evoke changes in step placement and timing to preserve mechanical stability in walking. As an initial step towards examining the relationship between mechanical stability, gait variability, and fall risk in older adults, the purpose of the current study was to determine whether 'extreme' values of step length, width, or time follow periods of low mechanical stability during the single support phase among healthy young adults. From previous work of external perturbations to gait (Vlutters et al., 2016) , we hypothesized that: a) anterior and posterior MOS would be decreased prior to long and short steps, respectively; b) medial and lateral MOS would be decreased prior to wide and narrow steps, respectively; c) anterior and medial MOS would be decreased prior to quick steps; and d) posterior and lateral MOS would be decreased prior to slow steps. Adjustments in step placement and timing should preserve mechanical stability (McAndrew Young & Dingwell, 2012) . Therefore, we also aimed to determine the effect of altered step placement and timing on mechanical stability at heel strike. We hypothesized that there would be no differences in MOS at heel strike between short/long and normal steps, between narrow/wide and normal steps, or between quick/ slow and normal steps.
Methods
This study involved secondary analysis of a portion of an existing publically-available dataset (J. Moore, Hnat, & van de Bogert, 2014 ; J. K. . Data collection methods are summarized below, with full details in the original paper (J. K. .
Participants
The dataset from (J. K. consisted of data from 15 young adults with no neurological or musculoskeletal conditions that limited mobility. Only 11 individuals were included in the present analysis; the first three individuals were tested using a slightly different protocol, and there were problems detecting gait events for another participant (see Section 2.3). Included participants were three women and eight men, with mean (standard deviation) age, height, and weight of 24 (4.4) years, 1.73 (0.1) m, and 73.1 (10.9) kg, respectively.
Procedures
Participants were instrumented with 47 reflective markers positioned over anatomical landmarks on the head, arms, trunk, pelvis, legs, and feet. Participants' knee-and ankle widths were measured and recorded. A 10-camera Osprey motion capture system with Cortex software was used to measure marker movement (100 Hz sampling rate; Motion Analysis, Santa Rosa, California, USA). Participants walked on an R-Mill treadmill (Forcelink, Culemborg, Netherlands) with one built-in 6-degree-of-freedom force plate under each foot; force plate data were sampled at 100 Hz. Participants wore a safety harness during all trials, which likely had no influence on characteristics of walking (Stout, Wittstein, LoJacono, & Rhea, 2016) . A calibration pose was initially completed. Participants then completed 10-min walks at each of three predetermined speeds (0.8 m/s, 1.2 m/s, 1.6 m/s). Each 10-min walk consisted of 1 min of unperturbed walking, 8 min of perturbed walking (pseudo-random fluctuations in the speed of the treadmill belt, such that perturbations were in the antero-posterior direction), and another minute of unperturbed walking (Fig. 1) . A rest break was provided before the next speed.
Data processing
Motion capture and force plate data were filtered in Matlab v.R2014a (The Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) using dual-pass, 2nd order, low-pass Butterworth filters with cut-off frequencies of 6 Hz and 10 Hz (Winter, 2005) , respectively. For the purpose of the current study, only unperturbed portions of each walk were included in the analysis (Fig. 1) . For each participant, the two 1-min periods of unperturbed walking at each speed (one before, one after the perturbed walking) were considered separate trials. Therefore, each participant completed up to six trials for analysis -one before, one after the perturbed walking, at each of three speeds.
The toolbox provided by Moore, Nwanna, Hnat, and van den Bogert (2014) was used to obtain heel strike and toe-off events in Python (version 2.7.9, Python Software Foundation, Beaverton, Oregon, USA). The toolbox identified heel strike and toe-off based on vertical ground reaction forces (> 20 N for heel strike and < 5 N for toe-off). Gait events could not be detected for 14 trials, which was resolved for six trials by increasing the toe-off detection threshold to 20 N. Gait events for the remaining eight trials were still undetectable; therefore, these trials were excluded from further analysis. Four of the eight trials were from one participant, so this participant was excluded entirely from analysis, leaving 11 participants in the final analysis.
Further processing was performed with a custom routine implemented in Matlab (version R2014a, The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA). Steps taken while the treadmill was accelerating and decelerating (treadmill speed less than the target speed minus 0.02 m/s) were removed from analysis. Additionally, the first and last two steps of constant velocity walking were removed from each trial to ensure that participants had fully adapted to the target treadmill speed.
Step length and width were calculated as the antero-posterior and medio-lateral distances between the heel markers at heel strike, respectively. Swing time was defined as the duration between toe-off and heel strike of the swing leg. Whole-body COM was calculated using a 14-segment model (i.e., head, trunk, upper arm, forearm, hand, thigh, shank, foot) based on marker and anthropometric data (de Leva, 1996) . The extrapolated COM (XCOM) was calculated using Eq. (1) (Hof et al., 2005 ):
where P COM was the horizontal position of the COM, V COM was the horizontal velocity of the COM (calculated by differentiating P COM ), g was the gravity constant (9.81 m/s 2 ), and l was participant leg length multiplied by 1.2 (Hof et al., 2005) . Leg length was calculated as the vertical distance between the greater trochanter and the lateral malleolus during the calibration trial (i.e., standing posture).
The XCOM was used to calculate the MOS using Eq. (2) (Hof et al., 2005 ):
where BOS was the boundary of the base of support. The BOS was defined by four borders (anterior, posterior, medial, and lateral). The anterior, posterior, and lateral BOS borders were defined by the toe, heel, and lateral malleolus markers, respectively; the medial BOS border was defined as the estimated medial edge of the foot based on the position of the 5 th metatarsal marker and the foot width, which was determined by multiplying participant height by 0.055 (Winter, 2005) . The anterior (MOS A ), posterior (MOS P ), medial (MOS M ), and lateral (MOS L ) margins of stability were defined as the distance between the XCOM and the anterior, posterior, medial, and lateral BOS boundaries, respectively (Fig. 2) . The MOS equation was adjusted to account for the direction of the coordinate system, such that positive and negative MOS values indicated stable (XCOM within BOS) and unstable (XCOM outside BOS) states, respectively ( Fig. 2 ; Bruijn et al., 2013) . The minimum MOS relative to each of the four boundaries during the first half of the single-support phase and MOS at heel contact were calculated. The first half of single-support was examined as mechanical stability during this interval is expected to influence both the spatial and temporal aspects of the step taken with the swing limb. If individuals experienced low mechanical stability in the latter portion of single-support they likely would not have enough time before heel strike to make corrections. For example, median single-support time within the dataset was 370 ms; therefore, transient low stability within the first half of single support would allow participants at least 185 ms to adjust step placement or timing to correct for this low stability. Previous research suggests that such on-line corrections to walking can be initiated in approximately 100-120 ms (Potocanac & Duysens, 2017) .
Statistical analysis
We estimated the short-term variability of swing time, step length, and step width using the Poincaré plot method described previously (Hollman et al., 2016; Fig. 3) . Scatter plots were created for each trial, with swing time, step length, or step width for each step on the x-axis, and swing time, step length, or step width for the next step on the y-axis. Principal component analysis (Oliveira, Fig. 1 . Breakdown of each 10 min period of walking. The two 1 min walking periods at either end of the collection were analyzed for the present study, while the perturbed walking period in the middle was not analyzed. The 10 min period was repeated at each of three walking speeds (0.8 m/s, 1.2 m/s, and 1.6 m/s). Each of the 1 min walking periods at each walking speed was considered as a separate trial, resulting in two trials for each walking speed (total of six trials). Data were collected and made publicly available by . Simpson, & Nada, 1996) was used to fit an ellipse to the data, centred at the mean swing time, step length, or step width; the length and width of the ellipse were defined by one standard deviation along the major and minor axes, respectively (Hollman et al., 2016) . Two lines were drawn tangent to the ellipse and parallel to the positive axis. Points outside of these lines were identified as 'extreme' steps; that is, consecutive steps that were much slower, longer, or wider or much faster, shorter, or narrower than the previous step. One-way repeated-measures analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) were used to determine if MOS during the first half of the swing phase and at heel contact differed between 'extreme' and 'normal' steps, controlling for walking speed. Specific comparisons were: MOS A between long and normal steps (step length); MOS P between short and normal steps (step length); MOS M between wide and normal steps (step width); MOS L between narrow and normal steps (step width); MOS A and MOS M between quick and normal steps 3 . This Poincaré plot illustrates the step length time series data for a representative trial (1-min of walking at a constant speed) for one participant. Each point represents the step length for a given step (i) on the x-axis, and the subsequent step (i + 1) on the y-axis. The ellipse was created by calculating one standard deviation along the major and minor axes, and is centred at the average step length. The dashed lines are tangent to the ellipse and parallel to the major axis; these lines represent the boundaries where consecutive steps are similar lengths, much longer, or much shorter. That is, points in the upper left of the graph outside the boundary line (white triangles) represent steps that were much longer than the previous step. Points in the lower right of the graph outside the boundary line (white squares) represent steps that were much shorter than the previous step. Points within the boundary lines (black circles) represent steps that were a similar length to the previous step.
(swing time); and lastly, MOS P and MOS L between slow and normal steps (swing time). To adjust for multiple comparisons, alpha was adjusted from 0.05 to 0.0083 using the Holm-Bonferroni method (Holm, 1979) .
Results
Minimum MOS A in single support was lower prior to long steps compared to normal steps (F 1,10 = 29.45, p = 0.0003; Table 1 ), but higher at heel strike for long steps compared to normal steps (F 1,10 = 17.75, p = 0.0018). No significant difference was found in minimum MOS P in single support prior to normal steps and short steps (F 1,10 = 0.06, p = 0.82). MOS P at heel strike was lower for short steps compared to normal steps (F 1,10 = 78.04, p < 0.0001). Minimum MOS M in single support was significantly lower prior to wide steps than prior to normal steps (F 1,10 = 41.77, p < 0.0001); however, when adjusted for multiple comparisons, there was no difference in MOS M at heel strike between wide steps and normal steps (F 1,10 = 7.89, p = 0.019). There was no significant difference in minimum MOS L in single support prior to normal and narrow steps (F 1,10 = 0.09, p = 0.77), whereas MOS L at heel strike was lower for narrow steps compared to normal steps (F 1,10 = 22.50, p = 0.0008).
Minimum MOS A (F 1,10 = 25.93, p = 0.0005) and MOS M (F 1,10 = 30.06, p = 0.0003) in single support were significantly lower prior to quick steps than normal steps (Table 2) . However, there were no significant differences in MOS A or MOS M at heel strike between quick and normal steps (F 1,10 < 1.96, p > 0.18). Minimum MOS P (F 1,10 = 71.44, p < 0.0001) and MOS L (F 1,10 = 16.05, p = 0.0025) in single support were significantly lower prior to slow steps than normal steps. MOS P at heel strike was significantly higher for slow steps than normal steps (F 1,10 = 14.80, p = 0.0032). There was no significant difference in MOS L at heel strike between slow and normal steps (F 1,10 = 3.15, p = 0.11).
Dicussion
This study aimed to determine if 'extreme' values of step length, width, and time followed bouts of low mechanical stability. Our hypotheses were partially supported.
Margins of stability in the anterior and medial directions were lower prior to long and wide steps, respectively. These findings suggest that the XCOM moved farther forward or medially than usual during the first half of single-support, such that a longer or wider step than usual with the swing limb may have been necessary to preserve mechanical stability. That is, foot position changed in the same direction of the falling centre of mass (i.e., in the direction of low mechanical stability; Wang & Srinivasan, 2014) . These findings are in agreement with others who examined changes in step length and width following external postural perturbations during walking; step length increased when an 'elevating strategy' was used following a trip (Eng, Winter, & Patla, 1994) and step width increased following continuous pseudo-random medio-lateral perturbations (Hak et al., 2012 ), compared to unperturbed walking. Other studies found that, during unperturbed walking, trunk or hip position and velocity or acceleration during mid-stance of normal walking were positively correlated with step width (Hurt, Rosenblatt, Crenshaw, & Grabiner, 2010; Wang & Srinivasan, 2014) .
Conversely, mechanical stability in the posterior direction was not lower prior to short steps relative to normal steps, and mechanical stability in the lateral direction was not lower prior to narrow steps relative to normal steps. It is, perhaps, noteworthy that significant effects on step placement were found for the dimensions where the system is naturally unstable in single support (i.e., negative MOS in the anterior and medial directions), but not those dimensions where the system is naturally stable (i.e., positive in the posterior and lateral directions). Thus, it is possible that relatively small perturbations to XCOM are sufficient to evoke adjustments in step placement when the body is already unstable (i.e., anterior and medial directions). Conversely, perhaps much larger perturbations to XCOM in directions where the body is naturally stable (i.e., posterior or lateral directions) are required to evoke adjustments in step placement.
The hypotheses regarding the relationship between mechanical stability during single support and step timing were supported. Specifically, in agreement with previous research using external perturbations (Vlutters et al., 2016) , low mechanical stability in the anterior and medial directions preceded quick steps, and low mechanical stability in the posterior and lateral directions preceded slow steps. It is likely that low mechanical stability in the anterior and medial directions necessitates shortening swing duration in order to quickly establish the more stable double-support (Cordero, Koopman, & van der Helm, 2003) . Vlutters et al. (2016) suggested increasing swing duration may function to provide time to regain forward velocity, and that increased swing time following lateral perturbations may be due to the XCOM being pushed laterally but not over the lateral border; thus, no direct correction is needed for this lateral instability.
At heel strike, there were either no differences in MOS between 'normal' and 'extreme' steps, or the direction of the relationship was reversed from that observed during single support. For example, while MOS in the anterior direction was lower during single support prior to long steps than normal steps, MOS in the anterior direction was actually higher at heel strike for long steps than normal steps. Following a perturbation to mechanical stability, as defined by the MOS, stability can either be preserved by adjusting the position/velocity of the COM, or by adjusting the BOS. Our findings suggest that altered placement or timing of the swing limb did, indeed, successfully preserve mechanical stability.
MOS during gait has typically been quantified during double support (Curtze, Hof, Postema, & Otten, 2011; McAndrew Young & Dingwell, 2012) . Conversely, the present study examined minimum MOS during the first half of single-support, due to the expectation that transient periods of low mechanical stability during this phase would influence placement and timing of swing-limb steps. It is also important to note that most studies have used the anterior and/or lateral border to define the BOS (Curtze et al., 2011; McAndrew Young & Dingwell, 2012) . For the present study, all four borders (anterior, posterior, medial, lateral) were used to quantify MOS, recognizing that the XCOM can, theoretically, pass the border of the BOS in any direction, and enabling a better understanding of the location of the XCOM relative to the entire BOS. Examining MOS during single support and using all four edges of the BOS led to calculating negative MOS values in the medial and anterior directions. Negative MOS values suggest that gait is inherently unstable in these directions (Bruijn et al., 2013; Hof et al., 2005) . However, the negative value is interpreted to mean that the individual will fall if a corrective action (e.g., a step) is not taken (Hof et al., 2005) . Since these values were calculated during continuous walking, participants had already planned to correct for this instability by stepping in the direction of instability (i.e., anterior and medial to the stance limb).
Results of this study provide insight into how healthy individuals adapt gait in response to low mechanical stability. This work clarifies how the placement and timing of steps during walking can preserve stability following periods of low mechanical stability, or 'internal' postural perturbations, when walking among healthy young adults. Thus, transient periods of low mechanical stability may be a source of gait variability, which could explain the relationship between gait variability and fall risk among older adults (Callisaya et al., 2011; Hausdorff et al., 2001; Maki, 1997) . That is, high spatio-temporal gait variability among older adults at risk of falling may be reflective of unstable walking. However, these findings will need to be replicated among older adults. It is important to note that the differences in MOS between normal and extreme steps were very low (< 1 cm), yet statistically significant. Other studies have found similar small (< 1 cm), yet statistically significant, differences in MOS between conditions (Marone, Patel, Hurt, & Grabiner, 2014) (McAndrew Young & Dingwell, 2012) or between groups of participants (Gates, Scott, Wilken, & Dingwell, 2013) . Combined, these findings support the notion that human gait is finely tuned (Hausdorff, 2005) , and that even very small deviations from the 'optimal' pattern can require correction.
Limitations
This study involved treadmill walking as opposed to overground walking. Treadmill walking is less variable than overground walking (Hollman et al., 2016) , potentially due to the mechanical constraints of the treadmill (e.g., constant speed). Future studies should investigate the relationship between mechanical stability and variability during overground walking. We did not analyse the perturbed walking parts of the trials. Previous studies have examined the effect of external perturbations on mechanical stability and step placement and timing during walking (Hak et al., 2012; Vlutters et al., 2016) . Within this dataset, perturbations were only applied in the antero-posterior direction (J. K. ; therefore, we would not have been able to examine the effect of these perturbations on medio-lateral stability. Trials were only one minute long; greater variability of spatio-temporal measures may have been observed with longer trial durations (Hollman et al., 2010) . As this study involved secondary analysis of another dataset, we were unable to control how data were collected to optimize the current analysis. Specifically, a lack of medial foot marker necessitated estimating the medial boundary of the BOS using participants' foot width, and the force plate sample frequency (100 Hz) was such that gait events (heel strike and toe off) could be determined with only a 10 ms resolution.
Conclusions
Low mechanical stability when walking may contribute to step length, step width, and swing time variability. In particular, mechanical stability in the anterior and medial directions was lower prior to long and wide steps, respectively; mechanical stability in the anterior and medial directions were lower prior to quick steps; and mechanical stability in the posterior and lateral directions were lower prior to slow steps. There were either no differences in mechanical stability between 'normal' and 'extreme' steps at heel strike, or the direction of the relationship observed during single support reversed, indicating that adjusting step placement or timing helped to preserve mechanical stability. These findings suggest that experiencing transient periods of low mechanical stability when walking may at least partially explain the relationship between spatiotemporal gait variability and falls in daily life. That is, higher spatio-temporal variability suggests increased mechanical instability during walking.
